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Objective
The long-term objective of this work is to develop a quantitative understanding of the fluctuations in phase
and amplitude of seismic wave propagation due to kilometer-scale variations in wave velocity within the
earth. The theoretical approach is to describe these variations in a statistical way: in particular to consider
the variations as represented by a spectrum that depends on depth, and may depend on geographical location. Data that are relevant to this approach include wave-forms with frequency content above one Hertz
received on seismic arrays or on world-wide networks. Relatively high-frequency data is desirable because
the ability to di.criminate small structure is dependent on the wave having relatively short wavelength.
Seismic arrays whose elements are spaced in the kilometers to tens-of-kilometers regime provide analysing
power in that regime. Arrays with larger spacing, such as world-wide networks, can still probe small
scales if the various available sources have separations in the above range; this can occur for earthquakes
in active regions, or for nuclear explosions distributed within test sites.
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A realistic understanding of the small-scale structure in the earth is important to fundamental geophysics
because it affects our understanding of the fundamental dynamical processes in the earth. Mantle convection, chemical differentiation, fluid permeation, subduction-zone dynamics, and crack formation all will
have their effects on small-scale structure, so that creation of more sophisticated theories of these processes
will influence, and will be influenced by, our understanding of small-scale structure.
It is not likely that the seismological community will ever have a complete map of inhomogeneities in the
earth down to kilometer scales. Therefore we will not be able to completely predict travel-time and amplitude fluctuations for a source-receiver geometry that is even a few kilometers different from previously
measured situations. If we have a realistic statistical picture of the small-scale structure in wave-speed
within the earth, then the theory of wave propagation through random media (WPRM) can be used to
predict the scale and strength of travel-time and amplitude fluctuations due to earth structure. This information can then be used to calculate the accuracy of yield estimates and detection thresholds based on
seismic information from an arbitrary array of seismometers, with a priori knowledge of results from
nearby explosions or earthquakes. Furthermore, this knowledge can be used to design arrays in an optimal
fashion to deal with random earth structure.

Conferences attended
The principal investigator attended the following meetings during the contract period:
Acoustical Society of America Meeting in Seattle, May, 1988. A talk on supercomputer simulation of
wave propagation was given.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, talk, June, 1988. A talk on supercomputer numerical simulation,
and applications to seismology was given.
Jason summer study, July 1-31, 1988. The principal investigator led a sub-group investigation of regional
wave propagation analysis.
Workshop on Wave Propagation in Random Media, in Tallin, Estonia, USSR, September 19-23, 1988. A

SFor

talk on supercomputer simulation of wave propagation was given.

wr

Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, Moscow, September 26, 1988. Discussions with Academician Obukhov

,n__
o:

and Professor V.I. Tatarskii were carried out. Their interests include general wave propagation in random
media.
Lebedev Institute of General Physics, Moscow, September 26, 1988. Discussions with Drs. Bunkin,
uDst
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Shishov, and Kravtsov were carried out. Their interests include the use of the theory of wave propagation
in random media in ocean-acoustic applications.
Dr. Jan Martin attended a meeting of IUGG (the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics) in Vancouver, Canada, August 9-22, 1988, where he gave a talk and discussed the use of the theory of wave propagation in random media in plasma physics applications.
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Inhomogeneities Near the Core-Mantle Boundary Inferred from
Short-Period Scattered PKP Waves Recorded
at the Global Digital Seismograph Network
KLAUS BATAILLE AND STANILY M. F

IA:Il-

Physics Department and Institute of Tectonics. University of California, Santa Cruz
We analyze short-period PKP precursor wave trains recorded at Global Digital Seismograph Network tia
tionsin the distance range 1200 < A < 140' to infer thenature of inhornogen intc- near the core-mantle
o.aundary. Travel times and particle motions are consistent with predictions of 'ingle-scattered waves near
the CMH. The dominant frequencies are around I liz The regions best sampled atebeneath Indonesia,
North America. Central Africa, and South America. Based on first-order scattering theory, the characteristics of the wave number spectrum of the structural inhomogencitices are obtained for two hypotheses:
volume inhomogeneities and topographic irregularities. For the range of wavelengths sampled by these
data (between 10 and 70 kin), the spectrum of inhomogeneities is best represented by a power law of index
5.3 for volume inhomogeneities and 6.8 for topographic irregularities. If the scattenng is due 01, to
volumetric inhomogeneities, we estimate the strength of the structural variations to be about (.5% in P
wave velocity for a 200-km-thick layer. If the scattering is due only to topographic irregularities, the
topography has an rms height of 280 m. At present \sccan not distinguish btetween th-e two tyx-s of
inhomogeneities.

1. INTRODUCI'1ON
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situation are being made now (e.g., Boss and Sacks 11985] and
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19801. Here we report on an analysis using available sourcereceiver geometries during a period of 6.5 years recorded at the
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principle, a total of 1300) events are expected during the 6.5
years of data analyzed. Judged from their clear precursor signal,
130 records at 20 stations from 100 earthquakes were selected
among available source -receiver paths.
Using data from large seismic arrays it is possible to determine the slowness of the arriving signal and distinguish in this
way precursors (as scattered waves near the CMIB) from noise.
With a single-station method this is not possible. We distinguish precursor signals from noise based on three main criteria
First, to clearly identify the PKIKP arrival, events with sharp
PKIKP onsets were selected. In general this is the case and only
5% of the total possible data set were discarded for this reason.
Second, we compared the amplitude and frequency content of
precursors with the noise background from more than 25 s
before PKIKP. Amplitude of precursors above twice the noise
background were selected; this accounted for about 85% of the
selected set. For smaller dmplitude ratios, we compared the frequency content; typically, precursors have a peak between 1 and
2 Hz while the noise has predominantly lower-frequency con-

10
1401

Fig. 1. Paths of PKIKP (thin solid curve), direct PKP (thick
solid curve), and scattered PKP (thick dashed curve) at entrance
and exit from the core arriving in the distance range 1200
< A < 1500.

tent; this criteria accounted for about 5% of the selected set.
Third, the particle motion was examined when three-component
records were available; only signals with steep angle of
incidence were selected, which accounted for another 10% of
the selected set. This third criterion is particularly useful for
small distances where the amplitude of precursors could b2 as
small as one fiftieth the amplitude of PKIKP. It will be shown
later that the large number of events in the correct angular
region that were not selected (because they showed no visible
precursor) are also consistent with our model of CM13 scattering,
because our model predicts their precursor amplitude to be

Global Digital Semograph Network (GDSN). Our aim is to
determine the nature of inhomogeneities for each region sampled. In section 2 we present the data and their characteristics;
in section 3 we compare the data with the predictions of two
scattering models: volumetric inhomogeneities and topographic
irregularities; and in section 4 we discuss their relation and some
geophysical implications,
2. DATA

below the noise level. A more detailed description of the
analysis and all the waveform data can be found ii- the work by

Precursors to PKIKP in the distance range 1230 < A < l40*
recorded at the GDSN between 1980 and 1986 were analyzed.
The paths of PKIKP and scattered PKP arriving as precursors
are shown in Fig. 1. A rough estimate is that 200 events/year
with magnitudes mb > 5.7 occur in the world. In principle, each
of these events should have at least one GDSN station within the
appropriate distance range for recording precursors. Thus, in

Bataille [1987].
The regions of the CMB that are sampled by the data are
shown in Fig. 2. The path between Indonesia and North America
is better sampled due to the seismically active region in
Indonesia and the good station coverage in North America.

Fig. 2. Regions of the CMB sampled by the data. Dark (light) shaded regions represent scattering at the entrance
(exit) of the core. Large light diamond represent receivers, and small dark diamonds represent sources.
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Fig. 3. An earthquake in Indonesia (9.40 N, 7.70 W) recorded at
a distance of 53.60 (SNZO) showing a simple P wave arrival,

while at 138.50 (RSNY) and 140'

15,059

Z

(SCP) a clear precursor wave

train is observed. The total display time is 90 s.

0

One typical example of the precursor wave train for one earthquake observed at different stations is shown in Fig. 3. The
duration of the precursor and its uniform amplitude along the
wave train are characteristics that can be explained by a scattering mechanism. For the event shown in Fig. 3, the station
RSNY has three-component records available (Fig. 4(top)), and

Z
R

T
TR

b

one can see from its particle motion diagram (Fig. 4(bouom))
that the incidence angles of precurir and of PKIKP do not
differ by more than 100. This small difference implies that precursors have passed through the CMB. Here we do not question
further the origin of precursors and assume that all our data

selected in this way are due to scattering near the CMB.
Variations of the properties of inhomogeneities from region to
region would be manifested in variations of properties of the
precursor wave train as recorded in different stations. Two properties of the precursor wave train can be compared: the complexity of the waveform, and its amplitude compared to PKIKP.
All precursor wave trains have in general a continuous amplitude as a function of arrival time (see, for example, Figure 3);
there are only 5% of these events with peaks localized in time.
These peaks in amplitude might correspond to strong constructive interference among all scattered waves contributing at that
particular time, or to a stronger inhomogeneity at a particular
patch within the scattering region. With a single station it is not
possible to resolve these two alternatives. We filter the PKIKP
and precursor waveforms between 0.6 and 4 Hz using a Butterworth filter of first order. We do not find a systematic difference
in the frequency content of the precursor signal as a function of
epicentral distance, or as a function of geographical location,
After filtering the PKIKP and precursor signal at the predominant frequency of PKIKP, we compute the amplitude of precursor/ PKIKP, which as a function of distance is shown (for the
stations with the most data points) in Fig. 5. All stations have a
large scatter of data, in particular stations ZOBO and BCAO.
This scatter could correspond to differences in the source
geometry, source spectrum, or path. However, using the
moment-tensor solution from the Harvard catalog, we compared
the radiation pattern of PKIKP and their precursors, and varia-

d

Fig. 4. (Top) Vertical (Z), radial (R), and transverse (I) conponent records at RSNY (A = 138.50). Note that the scales are
not the same. (Bottom) Particle motion for four time windows:
(a) noise preceding the precursor wavetrain, (b) precursor
wavetrain, (c) PKIKP , and (d) PKIKP 's "coda."

tions in general were negligible. For the events during 1983 that
were in the correct distance range, but that we did not select
because no visible precursors were observed, we plotted the
noise level during 1983 with a diamond symbol in Fig. 5. It can
be seen for those cases that the noise level falls above the average level of scattered waves and therefore is consistent with our
model of CMB scattering. There are two exceptions at station
ZORO, but that station has the largest scatter, and we see no
inconsistency with our model. Although the data are limited, we
find no systematic variation of the amplitude ratio at a given station as a function of azimuth. Also, the amplitude ratios at a
given distance are equal for all stations within the .catter of the
data. We have found no model of regional variation in the
strength of inhomogeneities over the surface of the CMB that
reduces the scatter in the data. We conclude that the spectral
-7-
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Fig. 5. Amplitude ratio of precursor/PKIKP as a function of epicentral distance. The asterisks are calculated with
events in which a precursor is observed. For events in which no precursor is identified, the diamond upper limits are
calculated from the noise level during the precursor arrival time.

strength of the inhomogeneities is the same from region to
region to within a factor of three. Van den Berg et al. [1980]
measured the amplitudes of precursors recorded at 4 UKAEA
arrays and NORSAR. Their observations of the ratio of precursor amplitude to PKJKP at NORSAR and three of the UKAEA
arrays are consistent with our results in Fig. 5. One of the arrays,
YKA. shows consistently lower ratios, indicating less scattering.
The data at YKA map the regions beneath the S. Sandwich
Islands (a entrance) and Central North America° (at exit), and all
have an epicentral distance of about 136 . One tentative
haveanditanc
picetra ofabou 13*.
ne tntaive
interpretation is to pinpoint the region beneath Central North
America as less inhomogeneous compared to the other regions
sampled, but more data is necessary to confirm this observation,
In the next section we specify in more detail the implications
Ia oK
that our observations have on the properties of inhomogeneities.
3. RESULT ANALYSIS
Our interpretation of precursors to PKIKP is based on firstorder scattering theory. In first-order theory each point of a
-8-

heterogeneous medium becomes a source of scattered waves of
bzh P and S types. Only single-scattered waves are taken into
account. A brief derivation of the formulas used below is
presented in the appendix. The mean square amplitude of scattered waves can be expressed as
< lu12>

=

-k4f
A 2(x')R (x') Q(x')4d(K)d 2 x'
4
cUB

(1)

where k is the wavenuiber of the wave field. A is the product
of the geometric spreading coefficient from the source to the
of
the geometric spreading coefficient from the
scattering point and the geometric spreading coefficient from the
scattering point to the receiver, R contains all the
reflection/transmission coefficients and attenuation factors,
= k(Pi - Pi') where ri and i'" are the direction of the incident
and scattered wave at the scattering point, )(K) is the spectrum
of inhomogeneities, fQ = I for volume inhomogeneities, and for
topographic irregularities Q1has a more complicated expression
(see the appendix equation (A18)). Assuming 9 to be the
scattering angle, we have for volume inhomogeneities

I .O I
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y
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V(K)

(6)

= QV(K)

(7)

and considering a thickness of 200 km for the inhomogeneous
medium a correspondence between the variation of a and the
height ; is given approximately by

where r is the height of the interface with respect to t-.e average.
In our model calculations we used the PREM structure
[Dziewonski and Anderson, 10 1] to compute travel time,
geometric spreading, and attenuation. The PKP wave has a
caustic near the CMB and ray theory predicts large amplitudes
in its vicinity. We compute separately the contribution from both
branches AB and BC, and neglect interference. Near the caustic
we impose an amplitude cutoff equal to the amplitude one
wavelength away from the cusp. Changing the cutoff amplitude
to the amplitude two or three wavelengths away from the cusp
did not appreciably affect the result, because the region where
caustics develop is small compared to the total scattering region
(several tens of wavelengths). The observability of precursors is
not due to developing a caustic near the zegion of inhomogeneities; it is instead an effect of having a large scattering
region at the CMB and of being the first arrivals at the station,
From studies of large seismic arrays [King et al., 1974:
Doornbos, 19761 it was possible to determine for some cases the
location of scattering, distinguishing scattering at entrance and
exit from the core. For our data this is not possible and in our
calculations we include both contributions, and neglect interference. If there are regions for which only scattering at entrance
or exit contributes, we would underestimate the strength of such
inhomogenei ties by rouglly one half.
For volume inhomogeneities, the mean square amplitude of
the scattered waves depend on three independent random variables, p, ). and It. One could choose another set of independent
random variables with more direct physical meaning, such as p
t, and K (compressibility); p, a (P wave velocity), and 0 (S
wave velocity); or an easier seismological interpretation when
k = p by a and pt [Wu and Aki, 1985al. In general, it is not
possible to determine the characteristics of each variable
independently. Even if 4)(K) is known, it could be fitted by different combinations of strengths and correlations among these
variables. However, if we consider P wave scattering in the forward direction, only one variable is involved: a. Backscattered
P waves depend on the P wave impedance, ZP = pat. P wave
scattering at 900 angle depends on X only. Choosing these three
(a, 7,. and X) as independent variables, (3) becomes

-sin'8)

3

This is the relation we use to interpret volume inhomogeneities
near the CMB. In the case of topographic irregularitiLs, there is
only one random variable involved: the height. From (1), (2),
and (4) we have

and H is the thickness of the inhomogeneous layer, p the density, X and g. the Lame constants. For topographic irregularities

(27r)

2

(8)

56-(/n)
a

The average scattering angle increases with decreasing epicentral distance. For a given epicentral distance the scattering
angle varies by no more than about 100. Typically, at a distance
of 140' the average scattering angle is about 100. and at 125' the
average scattering angle is about 500. If the spectral density of
inhomogeneities corresponding to the scattering angle does not
change significantly for variations of scattering angle of 100.
then fD(K) can be assumed constant. Taking the ratio of amplitudes of precursor/PKIKP, from (1) we obtain
<

4)
t f R2Qd(
5
where U I b, is the observed amplitude of PKIKP. and g" 'A'
and R 'P are the geometric spreading and transmission
coefficients relevant to PKIKP calculated using ray theory. The
effect of different proposed Q's along the different paths
through the mantle, out, and inner core is negligible in this
case. Fig. 6 shows the result of 4)(K) for both (1) volumetric
inhomogeneities and (2) topograph'z irregularities, for all stations Comparing the results for different stations we find no evidence for regional variations of the strength of inhomogeneities
of greater than a factor of three. The spectrum can be approximated as a power law by 4)(K) = (D0 IK IP(kM4 ). with K in
units of km- and 00 = (3.4 ± 1.5) x 10 -, (43 ± 2.2) x 10_, and
p = 5.3 ± 0.2, 6.8 ± 0.3, for volumetric inhomogeneities and.
topographic irregularities, respectively. This is different from
is derent9from
topoGaphicirrelaties
secey
by JIaddon This
and Clearyi
[1974J and
the
Gaussian correlation used
(1>(K) = <4>

o
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For precursors to PKIKP the scattering angle varies roughly
between 100 and 500; therefore we can neglect the contribution
from fluctuations of P wave impedance. Furthermore, if the
inhomogeneities are due to temperature, or compositional differences, leaving Poisson's ratio constant at - 0.25, such that we
can approximate gt = A, 4L = 8X, we have
-9-
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Fig. 6. Spectra 4) (kM 4 deduced from the data of Figure 5 under
the assumption of (left) D" inhomogeneities and (right) CMB
topography. The line represents the best fit power law which has
index p = 5.3 (left) and 6.8 (right). The spatial wave number
I KI (km 1) refers to the inhomogeneities (assumed isotropic) or
to the topographic features.
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Doornbos (1976]. Recently Flanteand Wo 11988] inverted for
the small-scale inhomogeneities beneath NORSAR, in Norway,
and found that the heterogeneitics below the lithosphere are best
represented by a power law spectrum of index between 4 and 5.

al. 1987]. Since the P wave velocity of FeO alloys is expected
to be substantially smaller than that of the mantle, this model
would require very small inclusions contributing a variable hut
small mass fraction to a 200-km-thick D". Other mechanisms
include subducted crustal slabs [Ringwood. 1979: Olson et al.

4. GEOPHYSICAL IMPUCATIONS

1987 a, bi and primary chemical layering [Jordan and Creager,

D" and the
The total variance of the P wave velocity through
height of the topography at the CMB are obtained from the
integration of
.''(K)over the observed domain of wavelengths
(10-70 kin). The result for topographic irregularities is
280 ± 100-m rms height. This result is consister" -ith
the estimate by Doornbos [1978) and the upper limit om Menke
[19861 of topographic irregularities of a few hundred meters
height. The result for three-dimensional heterogeneities is
0.5 ±0.1% for P wave velocity variations. It should be
emphasized that our result determines the product of &t 2H, and
we are assuming that H = 200 km. Relating the variations of
seismic velocities with temperature as p80' =aST. with
a = 2 x 10 erg cm-3*K(from
Jones [1977]),
where
2 4 2
3
8T 700 0 K. Itis possible then that these heterogeneities have a
thermal origin.
If the spectrum of the correlation function of topographic irregularities is valid for larger wavelengths, then one can predict
the increase in mean square height expected from increasing the
domain of integration. For instance, if we take scales up to 1000
km,the height is 23 km, which is somewhat more than Creager
and Jordan [1986] suggest (5 kin) for the height of the irregularities from analysis of PKP travel times. This suggests that the
true spectrum lies below a simple extrapolation of our spectrum
to wavelengths significantly above 70 km. It may be worthwhile
to point out that mechanisms with characteristic scales of a few
hundred kilometers could explain this behavior. For example, a
staiistica process with a characteristic scale and an exponential
correlation function has a flat spectrum at long wavelengths and
a K 4 spectrum at short wavelengths. Examples of such mechanisms could be convection cells, or the catchment area for plume
material. Similar extrapolations for volume inhomogeneities are
not possible without including anisotropy. It seems natural to
consider the thickness of the D" layer as the upper limit for the
scales where the inhomogeneities can be considered isotropic.
This is approximately 3 times the upper limit of our analysis.

1987].

5 CONCLUSIONS
By analyzing the characteristics of precursors for all available
source-receiver paths from GDSN data, we have shown that the
spectrum of inhomogeneities satisfies a power law distribution
of index 5.3 ± 0.2 for volumetric inhomogeneities and 6.8 ± 0.3
for
topographic
irregularities.
These
inhomogeneities
correspond to variations of 280 ± 100-m rms height if scattering
is due only to topography, or approximately 0.5 ± 0.1% in P
wave velocity if it is due only to volumetric inhomogeneities. At
present, we can not distinguish between these two types of inhomogeneities. We find evidence for similarities of the properties
of inhomogeneities (P wave speed variation in D" or rms height
of CMB topography) between several different geographical
regions within a factor of three in the strength of the inhomogeneity. It is possible at present to consider these variations as
arising from either thermal or chemical heterogeneities, but this
information, in combination with further constraints on material
properties from laboratory experiments and progress in geodynamic simulations, will significantly limit allowable models
of the core-mantle boundary region.
APPENDIX
Here we present briefly the theory of wave scattering in random media used in this study. Two cases are analyzed: scattering by volumetric inhomogeneities and topographic irregularities.
Volume Inhomogeneities
We use a theory developed by Chernov [19601 for acoustic
waves and extended to elastic waves by Knopoff and Hudson
[19641 and Wu and Aki [1985a, b]. This method was also used
for studies of precursors to PKIKP by Haddon and Cleary
[19741 and Doornbos [19761.
The equation of motion for a general inhomogeneous isotropic elastic medium is
av2v(

Assuming that the spectrum of the correlation function of
volumnetric inhomogeneizies is valid up to 200 km, a value of
2.5% for the P wave velocity variation is predicted. If this P
wave variation has a thermal origin, variations in temperature
would have to be t
3000*K. New results from laboratory
experiments have indicated that the temperature change across
D" is about 2000*K JKnittle etal. 19871, so that a thermal origin
for our observed P wave variations is possible. On the other
hand, the derivative of P wave velocity with respect to temperatare may be much less at higher pressure IAhrens and .lager,
19871, which would require m-ch larger temperature variations
to explain our observations. we conclude that interpreting our
results in terms of thermal variations alone would have to await
the resolution of present uncertainties on the temperature change
across D" and the relation of temperature change to P wave
velocity change at high pressure.
it is also possible to associate our observed P wave velocity
variations with chemical heterogeneity. This heterogeneity could
arise from mixing between the iron core and mantle silicates,
resulting in formation of mantle minerals such as FeO [Knitle et
-10-

V •g[Vu(s, t) + Vu(s, t)r

-f(x, t)

(Al)

or
Lu = f

(A2)

where p is the density, X and }iare the Lam6 constants, u is the
displacement, f is the body force, and L a linear operator which
depends on the parameters of the medium. For a radially symmetric Earth model, Po, Xo and g.ovary smoothly with radius,
and (A2) can be written as
Lo0u( ) = f
(A3)
with solutions given by
u(0(x,t)= fG (x,x'. t

f (x',t)aY

(A4)

where the Green's function G (x, x', t) is obtained from ray
theory jAki and Richards, 1980]. and * means convolution
in
time. In the presence of inhomogeneities such that
p = P0 + 8p, X = 40 + 8k, and gt= po + i. the equauon of
motion assuming no body forces becomes
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where ri is the direction of the incident wave, i, Y, P'P"and
P'S' are the directions of displacement and transmission
coefficients of transmitted P and S waves, respectively, and i'
is the direction of propagation of the transmitted S wave satisfying §' -S = 0.
Let (r) be the height of the interface with respect to the average. For small heights, A is considered independent of 1, and
keeping only the first term of the expansion of R and y in
powers of V , and T in powers of
the square amplitude takes the form

(AlOb)

No exact theory of wave scattering for general rough surfaces
is available. However, effective approximate methods have
been developed for some cases. The small perturbation method
which is valid for roughness with small heights and slopes was
applied to elastic media by Kennett [1972] and used to study
precursors to PKIKP by Doornbos 11978). On the other hand,
the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz method is valid for large heights with
smooth slopes and was used in seismology by Scott and lelmberger [1983], who studied body wave reflections from mountains and spall from nuclear blasts; Frazer and Sen [1985] and
Sen and Frazer [1985] used it to study reflections in a laterally
inhomogcneous multilayered medium. Here we present a brief
derivation of the Kirchhoff-Hclmhitz method.
Let V be a volume and aV its boundary with outward pointing unit normal Ai. Let f I and /2 be some distribution of force
densities, and let U1 , T1 , U2, and 12 be the displacements and
stresses due to fLI and fz respectively. The equation of motion
in the frequency domain is

u 2 )dV

(A14)

of the interface and physical parameters of both media as follows:

(A9)

Topographic IrregularitiesI

-f)

(Al3)

-t 2 "uI)dS

where I is the illuminated surface of the CMB; A and R are the
same as in (A9), T is the travel time, and y depends on the slope

< lu 12>

=

4,

the ensemble average of

k 2 AR2a18(K)+k'QY(K

d2r (A17)

where 0 depends only on the geometry and elastic constants of
both media,
(
=
'Y(K)
2<

duration. Changing the source duration from 4 to 8 s does not
affect the result appreciably.

fU)
2

x2) where

(A8)

From the analysed earthquakes which have magnitudes 5.7
< 6.7, the duration of the PKIKP wave is between 4
and 8 s, and the dominant frequency is around 1 Hz. To model
these charactrisitics we assumed a source of monochromatic
waves with a frequency of 1 Hz and a Gaussian envelope of 4 s

-Vt
+
f
(
po 2u, = .,
Integrating (I1) with i = I over a volume
with u 2, permuting irdices and subtracting
using the divergence theorem, we obtain

-

u = ikIARye'*TdS

< Mb

2

= dS(x

(A7)

where k is the wave number of the wave field, A is the product
of the geometric spreading coefficient from source to the scattering point and the geometric spreading coefficient from the
scattering point to the receiver, R contains all the
transmission/reflection coefficients and attenuation factors,
K = k( i - ri'), and ?i and if' are the direction of the incident and
scattered wave at the scattering point. Assuming 8 to be the
scattering angle, and I/ the thickness of the inhomogeneous
layer we have
"
H f < O)56(x + y) > e r 'd3y
(2')

2

f2

Considering a medium with a material discontinuity, the
boundary aV is taken as a surface infinitely close to the material
discontinuity from the receiver side. Using ray theory to calculate u 1, t1 , u 2, and T2 , the expression for the displacement. dropping the subscript 1, becomes

t

D(K) =

fr' (.ti'U

d u
dAui(x2)=

To calculate the average intensity of the scattered P wave
over all possible realizations of the random medium, we take the
ensemble average of the square amplitude and, after some algebra, find
< Iu (

I ,061

(A6)

depends only on the ins.mogeneities.
Decomposing u into the incident wave, u(c), plus the scattered
wave, is'l , and assuming that uiI
, u (0)I (Born approximation), the equation for the scattered wave is

which has a solution

ROM PKP

(2n)
Q
R

2

+

+ (tT') 2,

(A19)

where the prime means derivative with respect to ;, and subscript 0 refers to 4 = 0.
The first term of the right hand side of (A17) contributes to
the specular direction, because K = 0 is just Snell's law. The
second term describes finite angle scattering waves and has a
similar form to that for the volumetric inhomogeneities obtained
in (A9), except for the geometry factor Q. The validity of this
method is limited to topographic irregularities with radius of
curvature larger than the wavelength, so that locally plane
reflection/transmission coefficients can be used, or I << L and
X << L 2/8h, where h and L are the characteristic height and
length of the irregularity respectively, and X is the seismic
wavelength. In the application of this method to PKP waves
where scattering occurs at the CMB, the wavelength of P waves
of 1 Hz is typically about 13 kin, so that this method can be used
for irregularities with heights of up to 1 km and wavelengths not
smaller than 10 km.
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Small-Scale Structure in the Lithosphere and Asthenosphere
Deduced From Arrival Time and Amplitude Fluctuations

at NORSAR
STANLEY M. FLATTE AND RU-SHAN Wu
Physics Departmentand Institute of Tectonics, University of California, Santa Cruz
We analyze the pattern of phase and amplitude variations of seismic waves across the NORSAR array on a
statistical basis in order to determine the statistical distribution of heterogeneities under NORSAR. Important observables that have been analyzed in the past are the phase (or travel time) and log amplitude variances and the transverse coherence functions (TCFs) of phase and amplitude fluctuations. We propose and

develop the theory and methods of using other observables to reduce the degree of nouniqueness and
increase the spatial resolution of the analysis. Most important are the angular coherence functions (ACFs),
which characterize quantitatively the change inthe pattern of fluctuations across the array from one incom-

ing angle (or beam) to another and which have a different sensitivity to the depth distribution of heterogeneities than the TCFs. A combination of the ACFs and TCFs allows estimation of the power spectra of
the P wave speed variations under the array as a function of depth. We use data for phase fluctuations
from 104 incident beams and amnplitude fluctuations from 185 beams with 2-Hz center frequency at NORSAR to calculate the three ACFs and three TCFs (of phase, log amplitude, and their cross coherence). The

measured rms travel time fluctuation is 0.135 s, and the rnns log amplitude fluctuation is 0.41. The halfcoherence widths of the ACFs are 3*for log amplitude and 90 for phase. The half-coherence widths of the
TCFs are 18 km for phase and less than the minimum separation between the elements of the array for log
amplitude. In order to account for these features of the data, we adopt a two-overlapping-layer model for
lithospheric and asthenospheric heterogeneities underneath NORSAR, with spectra that are band-limited

between the wavelengths of 5.5 and I10 kin. Our best model has an upper layer with a flat power spectrum extending from the surface to about 200 kin, and alower layer with a K power spectrun extending
from 15 to 250 kn. The latter spectrum corresponds to an exponential correlation function with scale
larger than the observation aperture (110 kin). The mis P wave speed variations lie in the range 1-4%.
The small scale heterogeneities may be attributed to clustered cracks or intrusions. the larger-scale wavespeed heterogeneities are temperature or compositional heterogeneities that may be related to chemical differentiation, or dynamical processes in the boundary layer of mantle convection.
1. INTRODUCTION
Observations of direct P wave amplitude and arrival tine
fluctuations [
1973;
tal, Capon, 1974; Capon and Bertessen,
1974; Berfesssn at al., 1975a, b; Powell and Meltzer, 1984],

tropic random medium with a Gaussian correlation fwsction; his
resulting expressions have been used by previous workers to
obtain strengths and scale sizes of the P wave speed variations
in the lithosphere by modeling it as a uniform layer of a single-

scale random medium.
This paper has several purposes: first, to point out that the log
b),
1985a,
Aki,
and
Wu
coda strength [Aki, 1981; Saw, 1982;
ii catrhys
s lr
and attenuation by scattering (Aki and Chouet, 1975; Aki, 1980;
amplitude
and arrival time fluctuations
seismic arrays
OSRadLS
aef'h at large
mouts
Wa, 1982; Sawo, 1982] have all been used in attempts to deterlk
mine some statistical
charateristics of Small-scale structure infurther
importat stistical
mie sme Statistical caactserisis of mll
e
srctre
information that has not been utilized inprevious analyses. espethe Earth. Statistical analyses of amplitude and a
fluctuations have previously involved the variances of log aamplti-

cially the coherence function of waves from different sources.
and hence different incoming directions; second, to present a

arrival time, and the coherence functions of log amplitude and
as functions of spatial separation along the Earth's
arrival time
surface
(the trarvene coherence functions. or TCFs) [A/d,
surfce thetranvere
chernce uncion, orTC~) (ki,
et
1974; Berteussen
Berteussen,
Capon
Capoi 1974;
1973;
197a
114;C
andand
ltzeress94
1974;
ers
al., 1975a, b;.
,iland Melzer, 19841.
Theoretical analyses of the observations assume a particular
tchnque, cmpae
vrios techniques,
ad, truture
medium stiutuemedum
and,
byy various
compare dcorfitheoretical predictions of seismic wave properties to the observations,
Previous seismic wave analyses followed Chnov 1960], who
used the Rytov and Freanel approximations to connect wave
fluctuations to medium variations, His expressions involving
general random media in the space domain are formidable, but

statistical analysis of NORSAR data that includes this new
information; third, to present results from the modern theory of
wave propagation through random media (WPRM) that am
based on the parabolic wave equation approach and are smieoe
aeeuto prahada
bsdo h aaoi
what simpler than Chernov's because they are formulated par-

and isohe evaluated them explicitly for a statistically uniform
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tidly in the spectral domain and can accommodate easily any
a model
and fourth toadpresent
the mediumn spectruim;
model
of the ofinhomogeneities
in the lithosphere
asthenosphere
under the NORSAR array that is consistent with the available
data.
Before discussing the most interpsting of the new information
available, it is important to point out that there ae three varigiven seismic frequency; the variances of a-ival time and log
amplitude, and the ovariance between the two. Each of these
variances leads to a coherence function of any variable being
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investigated; for example, previous analyses [Aki, 1973; Capon,
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Powell and Meltzer, 1984] have used the arrival time and log
amplitude transverse coherence functions, but we will be analyzing here for the first time the transverse cross-coherence function between arrival time and log amplitude.
The main new information that can be obtained from an array
that detects waves arriving from many directions ("beams") is
the set of three angular coherence functions (ACFs): that is, the
coherence functions of arrival time, log amplitude, and their
cross coherence, all as a function of the angle between two
incoming directions. Since the difference in direction between
two beams may be as small as 1, the information at a given
receiver probes (in a statistical sense) inhomogeneities that are
quite small: of the order of I km at 60-kn depth. The
transverse coherence functions from a coarse array with -10-km
spacing cannot probe to scales smaller than 10 kIn.
Data on arrival time and amplitude fluctuations of the firstarrival teleseismic P wave signal are analyzed in a different
fashion than data involving large-angle scattering of wave
energy. The difference involves the realization that the full
wave equation need not be solved, but rather a simpler equation:
the parabolic wave equation (PWE) that adequately treats waves
in a narrow angular cone. (Note that if coda is interpreted as
large-angle scattered waves, it cannot be treated in the same
way.) One consequence of using the PWE is that the theoretical
formulas are easily expressed in terms of an integral along the
unperturbed ray, rather than as a volume integral over all of
space. Section 2 briefly introduces the modem theory of WPRM
theory based on the PWE and "weak" fluctuations. Section 3
specifically describes the theory of the angular coherence functions.
The NORSAR data used in our analysis consist of the travel
time anomalies [Berteussen, 1974] at 22 subarrays for 104
beams; and the log amplitude fluctuations [Berteussen and
Husebye, 1974] at 22 subarrays for 185 beams. All the beams
have incoming directions within a 350 cone around the zenith.
The smallest distance between subarrays is about 10 km and the
largest is about 110 km. The data used were filtered for 1-3 Hz,
so the nominal frequency is 2 Hz. It is important to realize that
the data that we analyze are insensitive to inhomogeneities with
wavelengths greater than about 100 km because of the finite size
of the array and are also insensitive to inhomogeneity
wavelengths less than about 5 km because of two effects: first
the data are averages over subarrays that are 7 km in diameter,
and second, the wavelengths of the seismic waves are about 4
km. Section 4 describes the data analysis and presents results
for coherence functions at NORSAR.
It does not take a sophisticated theory to draw some dramatic
conclusions from this new analysis of NORSAR data. Briefly,
the log amplitude ACF drops rapidly, reaching a value of 0.5 at
an angle of 2*, followed by a more gradual drop to 0.1 at 100. In
contrast, the arrival-time ACF drops much more slowly, implying much larger-scale structure. Yet all the TCFs at first glance
have scales in the range of 10-20 km. Section 5 contains the
quantitative comparison of weak scattering models with the
NORSAR data. We have found that medium spectral models
that are homogeneous in depth (that is, the spectrum does not
change with depth) down to a cutoff depth between 0 and 500
km cannot fit all the data at once; in particular, such models,
which can fit the TCFs by themselves, cannot simultaneously fit
the shapes of the ACFs. We suggest a two-overlapping-layer
model in which the medium spectrum is characterized by a
power law K P over the sensitive wave number band
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(5 X <100 kmu). At upp,: Iayer with significant small-scale
structure (p = 0) spans 0<z < 200km and a lower layer with
strength concentrated at large scales (p = 4) spans
15<z < 250km. The P wave rms velocity variations in our
model vary between I and 4%. A specific prediction of the
model that we suggest is a rapid drop in the log amplitude TCF
for separations of a few kilometers, followed by a more gradual
drop with a scale of tens of kilometers. - have checked this
prediction by determining the TCF of log amplitude from the
individual stations at NORSAR, using 13 nuclear explosion
events. We find consistency with our prediction, giving us some
confidence in our interpretation.
2. THEMY OFWPRM
Many aspects of seismic wave propagation in the Earth involve
examples of a more general branch of science; namely, wave
propagation through random media (WPRM). Progress in this
field has involved coupling of the theory of WPRM with investigation into the detailed character of the (generally fluid) random
medium. At least two theoretical approaches may be taken: first,
the problem may be approached from a deterministic point of
view in which the analysis is carried out for particular complex
media. Numerical simulation is the extreme of this point of
view. Second, the problem may be eated statistically from the
outset. In this approach, one assumes aspectral model for the
medium and attempts by analytical means to predict the statistical behavior of the propagating wave field. Here we take this
second point of view.
The mod
theory of WPRM may be said to have begun in
the late 1940s and early 1950s [Bergmam, 1946; Minizer, 1953;
Chernov, 1960; Tatarskii, 19711 when researchers used perturbation techniques to develop general formulas for propagation
through weak fluctuations. These formulas involved the Born
approximation and hence a volume integral over the medium
inhomogeneities. In comparing with experiment they assumed
that the medium was characterized by a Gaussian correlation
function, but umfortunately, no natral medium is known with
this property.
The problem of radio wave propagation in and through the
Earth's ionosphere has been of interest since the 1940s. This
field made a crucial contribution to WPRM through the work of
Leonaovich and Fock [1946] and Fock [1950]. who introduced
the parabolic equation method, which treats waves that aem concentrated within a small angular region around the direction of
propagation. Nearly all subsequent analytic work has used the
parabolic equation as a starting point, which restricts validity to
waves with directions confined within a cone of full angle about
300. A great advantage of the parabolic equation is that it results
in formulas requiring line integrals along deterministic rays,
rather than volume integrals.
A major step forward in WPRM was taken in the 1960s, in
response to developing understanding of Kolmogorov's pioneering characterization of the p = 11/3 power law spectrum of
homogeneous, isotropic turbulence (HIT). A theory for wave
propagation through HIT was developed, primarily by Soviet
workers, and successfully applied in the case of weak fluctuations to light transmission through the atmosphere, making use
of the parabolic equation. Their work was summarized in the
influential book by Tatarskii [1971] and a review article by Prokhorov et al. [1975], and more recent results in this field are
covered in the review articles by Ishimaru [1977], Fante [1980].
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and Tatarskii and Zavorotnyi [1980]. as well as in the book
edited by Strohbehn [1978].
It is now understood that weak fluctuation theory applies
when the variance of log amplitude is small compared with
unity. We realize that many seismic data sets have large intensity variations, but in this paper we consider only those for
which the log amplitude variance is small. For example, the
NORSAR data set of subarray amplitude variations has a log
amplitude variance of 0.2. We defer discussion of the problem
of strong fluctuations to the future.
Seismic rays often turn through large angles, so that the parabolic approximation is not clearly appropriate. However, if the
wave fluctuations are caused by medium variations that are
confined to regions near the source and receiver (within a few
hundred kilometers), then the rays are not changing their angles
significantly, and the parabolic approximation is valid.
Work on fluctuations in sound transmission through the ocean
during the 1960s was largely a misguided attempt to graft the
concept of HiT onto ocean variability [Tatarskii, 1971]. By the
mid-19 7 0s, oceanographers had identified internal waves as the
most important source of variability on time scales from a few
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minutes to a day [Garrettand Munk,1975].

The ocean internal wave medium provided a challenge to
those interested in WPRM, particularly in strong fluctuations. A
significant response to this challenge was developed over the
late 197 0s. The first success in this area was achieved for weak
fluctuations by Munk and Zachariasen [1976]. whose absolute

Fig. 1. Schematic of P wave propagation through the upper mantle,
lithosphere, and crust to a surface seismic array. The heavy solid
straight line is the incident wave front, the light solid horizontal line is
the wave front arriving at the receiving array in the absence of flucsuations. The wavy line could represent either the wave front arrival time

calculations of variances in phase and log amplitude from inter-

accros thearray or the intensity at each point inthearriving wave front.

nal wave effects were within a factor of 2 of the available experimental results. Strong fluctuations were another matter,
A further basic step forward took place between 1975 and
1977, with the consideration of the arbitrary field of wave speed
in Feynman's path integral as a statistical random medium
[Dashen, 1979; Flatte" et al., 1979], in combination with the
understanding of the ocean internal wave field as the source of
medium fluctuations. These ideas led to successful comparisons
with a number of ocean acoustics experiments, summarized in
the monograph by Flatte' et al. [1979], the review article by
FlanI [19831, and subsequent publications [Dashen et a., 1985;
Reynolds et al., 1985; Flattl
and Stoughton, 1986; Stoughton et
al.,
1986; Flate,et al., 1987a, b].
With this background in mind, we now apply parabolic equation, weak-scattering theory to P wave teleseismic propagation,
We take the point of view that the seismic waves arrive a few
hundred kilometers below an array like NORSAR in essentially
plane wave form: that any effect due to inhomogeneities near the
source is too large scale to be observed by a 100-km array and
that the very deep mantle has imposed no significant structure on
the wave that has scales less than the 100-kn size of the array.
The reason that the inhomogeneities near the source have little
effect is that only a very small range of initial angles at the
source is seen by the array, and the spreading of the ray tube
magnifies any small-scale fluctuations of the wave front into
large-scale fluctuations at the receiver,
Furthermore we assume that the effect on the arrival time and
amplitude fluctuations of inhomogeneities within a few hundred
kilometers depth below the array results mainly from wave
scattering within a reasonably narrow cone. We realize that
coda can represent scattering atlarger angles; however, the first
few seconds of P wave arrivals are restricted to small angles.
Since NORSAR data (by subarray) show a log amplitude
variance of 0.2. we use weak fluctuation theory. It has been

established that even if initensity fluctuations are large, if they
are averaged over a small source (or receiver) region, such that
the residual (larger scale) intensity fluctuations are small then
weak-fluctuation theory can be applied [Wang et al., 1978].
There are probably aspects of this averaging in the NORSAR
data because of the 7-km width of a typical subarray and
because of finite wavelength effects, which result in the
observed log amplitude variance of 0.2.
Finally, we neglect the small deterministic refraction in the
few hundred kilometers below the array; in the absence of inhomogeneities, the wave fronts remain plane inthe same direction.
(See Figure 1.)
We now state the results of weak-scattering theory under the
above restrictions. First, define the medium P wave speed as a
function of position:

C ( x)

=

C, [1 + I.(x)]

(1)

where C. is a reference deterministic speed that might depend
on depth z, and g±( x) is a random function with zero mean that
represents inhomogeneities. The statistics of I are assumed to
be quasi-homogeneous. That is, we can define a spectrum at
depth z, and this spectrum is allowed to change slowly with
depth. In this case, the character of g ( x) is described by a
three-dimensional spectrum W ( , z ), such that
<g(x)g(x')>

- Jd.KW(Kz )e'

-

(2)

where we have assumed that the spectrum depends on a threedimensional wave vector K and depth z, and the angle brackets
represent an average over the statistical ensemble of random
media. Since the spectrum does not depend on transverse posi-
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1.0

tir and depends only slowly on depth s. the medium con"elaton function <1g( ;)L.(x')> depends only on thedfference
vector x- x', except for a slow dependence on z which is
implicit. Note the normulization of the spectrum is such that

a jd3KW(

<g2>

Aki
"Average
-"
0.8

of Aki

(3)

a

0.6-

where < 0 > isde vaiance oftheracionalchange in wave

Capon

0

speed due to the random inhomogeneities; it can depend on

Y

depth,.

•

Consider a given frequency o) in the incoming wave. That
frequency has wave number k = o) C.. Let the complex wave
function arriving at the center of the array be

0.4-

TmAeY.

0.2

(4)

-K

ln'P/1

(5)

o) = u +.

It is known in the case of weak scattering confined to an narrow
cone, in an intrinsically dispersion-free medium, that the arrival
time fluctuation T and the phase fluctuation i are in one-to-one
correspondence:

We now point out that for a specific realization of inhomogeneities. u and * are functions of both the receiver position x
and the source position, represented by a unit vector 0 describing the direction of the incoming plane wave. (See Figure 1.)
Note first that we have made the approximation that the random medium is "horizontally homogeneous"; that is, the spectrum is independent of horizontal position. We also consider
waves arriving within 30* of the zenith, so we avoid some sampie geometrical corrections that are important only for highly
slanted rays. We can split the three-dimensional wave number
K into a component along the z direction X, and a twodimenlional vector K trlsvers to z that is, K is in the Xy
plane. Then the medium spectrum can be eXpressed aspectrum
W( .,z ) s W(K, , .,z

)(6)

With the above definitions and approximations, the result
[Mwak wnd Zacharitzs. 1976; F/lout a a., 1979; S.M. Fland
and T. Moody, manuscript in preparation, 19871 for the variares of the seismic wave fluctuations at the surface of the eah

2,sldz
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1
, Ld4,-eff I J 1i
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0.0

11111111
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P
Fig. 2. Variance ratio y versus amplitude-phase correlation p for uniform extended media. The solid circles are from Aki [19731. The solid
squares ame from Capo [1974]. The open circle comes from our
analysis of NORSAR data. The quantity p is the spectral power law
index (equation (30)). Position along ae of the curves is determined by
the wave paranune D=4R/kW whene R is the propagation range, k is
the wave nmnber, and a is the correlation length.

An example of information to be gained from evaluation of
the variances is given in Figure 2, which plots the two quantities
y

(10)

-

UO>

P =

Um0,.

where 2 = <u 2 > and
<2>. Both y2 and pare
that do not depend on the overall strength <it > of the
mogeneiies. For a medium that extends to depth R
fluctuation statistics that are indep endt of depth, both

ratios
inhowith
and p

depend on one parameter. Given a scale a that characterizes the
W( K) , that parameter is D = 4R 1(k a2 ), which was
defined as the wave parameter by Chernov [1960]. F-or each
choice of medium spectrum there is a unique curve in y pspace
traced out through different values of D. Some examples are
given in Figure 2 along with some experimental results. It is
enta pcr ftepwrlwtp
r
etrftt
h aS
seen that spectra of the power law type are a better fit to the vaances than a Gaussian spectrum and that the values of p cluster
around 0.3, while the values of y vary substantially. Note that
higher seismic frequencies will tend to have lower y because 0,
increases with frequency faster than u,,.. Of course, a medium

*

<U

/

(P 4)

where T. is the wave function that would arrive in the absence
of the random inhomogeneities and where the arnplitude A and
phase * are defined in this relation. Define the log amplitude as
u, so that

Kolmogorov ./
(p-- 11/3
*/

W(,K.I

Jd2K

sinN

1

Zi2k]

(7)

o

whose spectrum is dependent in some way on depth will lead to

p, y values that do not lie on these sample curves, but the general

trend of smaller p for power law spectra versus Gaussian spectra
=

<U,>

=

2mk2~z~dK~w0,K~z~cs~tT~z~kJ(8)

will apply.

a

Further information beyond the variances is available in
coherence functions. For example, the phase coherence between
two receivers at positions XIT and xZ" can be expressed as

2rd:fd2krW(0.
=
<

sin[Kr 2 I2kIcos[Kr 2 zi/2k

(9)

< }(IT )4(x.2r )>

= <

(Xr)(O)>

(12)

where R is the depth of the deepest inomogeneities being

where we have defined x T a . 2r - ! IT and we have used hor-

analyzed.

izontal homogeneity of the spectrum. We define the transverse
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coherence fuctions (I'CFs) corresponding to each of the above
1-0
variances <u (-YOU (0)>, <*(xr)T()>,mnd
< IN( 10()
> ,respectvely- Again Since horiZOntal homo11110.5
20
geneity of the spectirum is assumed, these functions depend only
on the difference between the two positions. The expression for
the TCFs in terms; of the medium spectrum are (Flatd and
0.0 -0.0
Moody, manuscript in preparation. 1987)
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.1.0

LOgA
0.5

-0.
1.

1.0.

sin2 [KrT I 2kJIcos[YT

Rmie

2rtl~z~l~W(.KLz

=

0.5

< r #(0 >= 2tk2dZ d2Kr W(0, KT Z)
t

osIk

s/I~2 Iol

0.5

----

.

N

(14)

1K2

WS1.07

3

0.5

Since W is assumed not to depend on the direction of KTr but
only its magnitude (horizontal isotropy), the Krr integral can be
expressed in polar coordinates, and the angular integral may be
done. The results are then a function only of the magnitude of
the separation X.T and not its direction:
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Fig. 3. 7The three tronsverse coherencefuectis (TCFs) and the hree

angular coherence fumcuons (ACPs) for an extended medium with an
exponenti coirelstion function with scale a - 10kin aid a eism1C
frequency of I Its. The different curves an results for media that extend
the sudrace to different depths given byrthe curv lats in kilarneters: that is, varying from 3Sto SWkmn.

JO(KTXT)
rjKTI/2k]
r
sin~lKT2

(16)

cOS2 IKT2 rr2kI jo(KrXT)

(17)

the log armplitude fluctuation u is weighted toward higher wave

(18)

KT than the phase fluctuation due to the "Fresnel filte
factors sin fKrT r/2k1 andcosKr'-zl2kj. We also see that this
weighting is moire pronuced for smaller z; in other words,
fluctuations of u with wavelengths ;A,> 2x(slk)" an

a-from
()>= 41t~k2dzjKr dKTW(O.KT, r)

< u (x1 ) (0) >

= 4nk

R
2dzi

-number

Kr dKT W (0. T, z)

sini[KT2 z 2A Jcos(KT z2kJ JO(K7 x)

We find it convenient to work with normalized TCFs defined
as folows:face;
< 0 XT)*
<#(Xr)*(O)>n

0

)>

<02>

<U(xr)U(O)>.~=

< U(XT)

(O) >

(1)
(19)
(20)

<U 2>

<xr00>Y-

< U(xt) U(O) >
U.10

(21)

nomalied e te qantiiesy ad p.do iot
Thesuncon&
Thee
fuctinslik
nrmaize
th quntiies7 ad p donot
depend on the overall strength < 4 2 > of the medium fluctations. We note that the values of these coherences at xt = 0 -. e
1.1, and p. respetively.
Note that our expressions; for the varices and the TCFs are
simpler tha the usual Born approximation volume-integration
expressions (S.M. Fland andf T. Moody, manuscript in preperation. 1987). Here we have a one-dimensional integral along z
and a one-dimensional integral over the spectrum. We see that
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TCFs for a medium with an exponential correlation function
with scale a = 10kma. That is.
W(K

2
< OL
2 as

x

1
(I +K 2 aY22

(2

We see that the width of the phase coherence function is larger
than the width of the medliumn correlation function, while the
width of the log amplitude cohecrence function is smaleir. 7"Tis
is due to the Fresnel-filter factor which favors high wave number
and henc small scales in the log amplitude coherece
3. A~uLi

PotAm
uNcnos

Consider telesesmiuc waves arriving from two differmit directions indicated by unit vectors 01 and 92; let die Vectorial
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converging to the same point on the surface of the earth from the
two different directions O1 and 6 2. (See Figure 4.)
The normalized ACFs have at least two important properties:
First, they provide another set of observables from array data
that give a different weighting to inhomogeneities at different
depths than the TCFs and hence provide further important constrants on medium models. Second, the variable 0 depends on
having at least two sources; since there are many more source
(earthquake) locations than there are stations in a typical seismic
array and since these earthquakes provide angular differences
down to fractions of a degree, the ACFs provide a much finer
resolution of the medium inhomogeneities than the TCFs. For
example, the NORSAR subarrays are separated by distances of
10 km or more, so that the transverse coherence for separations
xr smaller than about 10 km cannot be observed. However,
observations with angular differences in incoming direction of
about 10 are not uncommon, providing a probe of scales of I km
even at a depth of 60 kin.
Predictions for normalized ACFs for the medium spectrum of
(22) (an exponential medium correlation function) are shown in
Figure 3. Now the depth to which the medium extends becomes
a more important factor in determining the curves. We see that
the ACFs become narrower for media extending to larger depth
if other parameters are kept the same.

Fti& 4. Sceima'ic of vadeemP waves fron two dfferent suets
incidet a a aejnic array (see Figure 0[19731.

4. EXPERIMENTAL REsuLrs
Previous results for the variances have been given by Aki
Capon [1974j, Berteussen et al., [1975a, b]. Powell and

difference in angle be 9 = 92- .0,. Fnally, the magnitude of
the angle between the two unit vectors is denoted by 0. It is well
known that the patterns of u and # on the Earth's surface will be
different for waves from the two different directions, and this
difference will be greater for larger angular differences: that is,
larger 0. (See Figure 4.) If we again make the assumption of
horizontal homogeneity and isotropy of the medium fluctuation
spectrum, then statistical correlation between the log amplitudes
and phases of the waves from two different directions will be a
function only of the magnitude of the angular difference
between the two waves; that is. the magnitude of 0 and not its
direction. We can then write (S.M. Fland and T. Moody,
mnrruscript in Ireparation, 1987):
R -

Mefzer [1984], and others. In many cases they presented their
results in terms of a uniform, isotropic random layer with a
Gaussian spectrum. We have inverted the relevant equations
where necessary to revive their variance data with no imposition
of a medium model. In cases where event-by-event results were
given, we have averaged all the events presented. The results
are given in Table 1. We see general agreement between the
various determinations when expressed in this form, except for a
few cases where a very small number of events were used.
Variance results are graphed in Figure 2, where it is seen that
individual events have a reasonably large scatter; averages are
consistent with a power law type of medium rather than a Gaussian spectrum.
Previous results for TCFs were restricted to the log amplitude
and phase without the cross-coherence TCF. Aki [1973] and
Capon [1974] have presented approximate TCFs from LASA
dam showing decorrelation scales of the order of 10 kn.

<u (0) u (0) > = *01

d

sin2[KT2 z/2k ]Jo (Krz )
< # (0) # (0) > = 4*2kT"
21

1

T

Previous results for ACFs consist only of qualitative con-

KT W (0, Kr, z

(23)

ments. Berteussen [1975] remarks that events are well correlated in amplitude fluctuations if they are within a slowness
difference of 0.5 s/deg, which implies that their incoming direc-

dK W(0. KT, z )

TABLE I. Experimental Values for Variances

coe /K 2 z/2k ]Jo(KrzO)
(24)
R -Reference
Kr, z)Reem
<N (0),(0)> =4R kl~drJKTdKTrW(O,
sin[(Kr~zI

]cs[Kr

m

zI2kJ]Jo(Krz e)

(25)

Thus these
langulr corelation ftnctions (ACFs) are very
similar to the TCF$ except that the transverse separation xr has
be replaced by z , in other words, the trinverse separation is
a linew functim of depth, given by the separation of two rays
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A< [19731

0.13

0.32

0.35

Capon [ 19741

0.10

0.40

-

0.006-0.11
0.135±0.004

0.2-0.4
0.410'z0.006

O.2±0.03

Bertessen es al. [1975a, b]
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number of independent beams in determining the TCFs of log
amplitude, phase, and their cross-TCF, respectively. The ACFs
have similar numbers, although the particular number varies

0 07C

@09C

I,,II , ,,IaI ,

from each beam would be statistically independent. The subarrays are far enough apart in location that they are reasonably
independent for the purposes of error calculations. However.
the beams are often close together, and hence the assumption of
independent beams is not valid. If the beams are not independent, then the calculation of any quantity should use an
appropriate weight for each beam. Let b be an index over the N
beams; then we define wb as the weight of beam b. The appendescribes our form for the weighL In order to calculate reasonable errors, we must establish the effective number of
independent beams; this is also done in the appendix. We note
that the number of independent beams is different for the different TCFs; we find 42.1, 11.5. and 32.4 for the effective

040

028

13C
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I ,,,- I ,
.with

the angle.
To describe our formulas for the determination of experimental quantities, consider first the variances. We have

( 26
(26)

2

<,, > =

E - W Location (kin)

, (U,)
Y,
- W
N.p

Fig. S. Subarmay spatial distribution at NORSAR. Subarray OIA is at
<I> =

latitude 60.82 N and longitude 10.83 E.

M

b.1

IV

-

apart,
There are many other publications that include attempts to fit
a deterministic structure t' the data from one or many events;
we will not try to discuss their data, as it would have been
preentd
i suh adifer~rt aythat the observations relevant
presnte
a dffeentwaythat
insuc
to our attempts to observe small scale structure would not have
been given. We discuss the relationship of our results to some

<

2

(0b,)

wb

(27)

=l

""

-b=l

tions are within about 20 and gives an example showing that two
events are substantially decorrelated if they are 70 apart inN,
azimuth, which implies that their incoming directions are 50°

=1

(28)

($>

=wb)
W

hr

sa

ne

,

vrteNbas

Wad

sa

index over the M subarrays. The only difficulty in the above
calculations is that the sets of beams for u and 0 are not identical. In order to calculate the cross coherence, we have searched
through the two sets of beams and found corresponding pairs
are within 1° of each other and have considered them the
saeea.Tecluaonftherrsismwhtivvd

of the deterministic results of others in section 6.
We now discuss our presentation of the NORSAR subarray
data given in two NORSAR reports by Berteussen [1974] and10
Berteussen and Hasebye [1974]. The data have been filtered in
seism ic frequency to 1-3 Hz, so the nominal center frequency is

2 Hz. Second, the elements within the subarrays have been
added coherently; each subanay has about six elements spread
over a circle of radius -3.5 kmn. The spatial distnibution of
subarrays is shown in Figure.5.0
The travel time anomalies given by Bernessen (1974] are
given for 104 beams; each beam is an average over a number of
events whose source locations are close such that their incoming
directions at the NORSAR array are within a few tenths of a
degree. The travel time anomalies consist of arrival time residues with respect to a "best plane wave." We have removed the
mean arval time for each beam in our calculations. Figure 6
shows the arrival angle distribution of these beams.
The subanray intensity varations are given by Berteuse and
Husebye [1974] for 185 beaxns. We have normalized these data
sixth that for each beam the mean log amplitude is zero.
With this brief description of the gathering of the data (more

details are given in the original reports) we now describe ourU
method of estimating variaces, TCFs an ACFs. More details,
including our method of estimating the associated statistical
errors, are given in the appendix,
If we had subarrays that were far span and beams that were

far spart in angle, then the information from each subrray and
-19-
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Fig. 6. Arrival angle distribition of the various beams defined at NORSAR. Each beam represents data from a duster of earthquakes that are
close enough that their seismic waves amve at NORSAR with angles
that are withn a few tenths of a degree. The circles are labelled with the
angle from the snith in degrees. The axes are labelled with the conponenis of slowness.
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o be easized a
t thpit thatenaureof theNORSAR array restricts the scales of Earth structure that can be
observed with NORSAR data. The approximate diameter of the
array is 110 km. Because means and "best plane waves" have
been subtracted from the data across the wsay, we cannot
aobserve Earth strucane with scaes larger thas about 110 kmn.
all's Because the daraconsist of coherent addition of stations over
subways that are about 7 kmn in diarnemp we coant observe
structure with wavelengths smaller than about 5 km. Further-
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0.5
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Phae
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0.5

Pm -imipli.s that we cannot observe structure wavelengt less than
km. These facts have to be taken into account in the theoretimodiels with which we compile the experimental dat.
It is true that the separations of stations within subwrays ae
the 1- to 7-kmn range. We have obtained station data for 13
nuclear explosion events of high signal.-to-noise rati at NOR-
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have taken a 5-s time window at the start

how laerwhen we compare, models to the dat.
be
It is of interest to note that the reults of this ardtheprevious
stan
theerros id possible biases of sparse arays in measuring the magnitude of anearthquake ormnclear explosion. The
30 analysis tecliqueof Ud~Aighlin elt. [19881, along with our
experimentally determined coherence functions, could be

-0.
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6 (degrees)

Pg7.Observed nonnalised TCFs and ACsat NORAR. Note that
th g (rpid
tn variatio in
7s
TCi
a novered
e
well by the
dmbcuethe diffaent vdanarys have amiim searation of
about 15 kin. Uhregions of rapid variation in the ACFs ine well coven
by"d ecuede xanu mm h~iangle between the difisindw
eam ang ofa ew ands o adegie.
fernt

5.SPECRALMODELS OF~ EARTH SRUCIJRE
UNDE NoSaw

include in the win all pai of elements with their separation £T
within a given bin. D
Thesuts of this procedure aen shown in
Figur 7. We see that the smallest separation available is about
15km, sld tdo coheece is akready below 0.5 at that separation.
Faialy, we callams tho AC~s by die sme method, wit the
ceder of smastgim revered and with selection of pain of
heems whose mugul difference is within a specified bin. The
AC~s an dlo shownt in Fgure 7. We see that the experimeantal
points in the ACFs have as much statstical precisin and more
resolutio widhi the variable rage for which there is signtificant
variiti. in the coeenoe theni the TCFs. TMa higher resolution
of the AC~s compaed with the TCFs follows from doe closeness
in arival eagl of the heems a compared to the spatial sepation of the mttirrys,
Certain diac
fearas of the ACFs provide constraints an
earth siaurte models. The phase coharence function kms a
smooth ahia b.
re
tha o a small coherence at an angle of
abowt 15*. MiheW leplitude coherence kms a distinctively dif.
ftet spie use that jim coherenoe; it drops sharply to 0.5 at
an agle of abhow 2 hut resisa sinificant correlation out to
eas of odolr 101. We shall wee in the next section the iinpli-

blo
eo
epc=tecweltoperadatinsbr
theEarh'sPiraceashaving random variations in seismic wave
spee
tha amdescribed by a spectrum that may depend on
depth arid may be anisotiopic. We assume that the spectn
does not depend to finst order an small changes in geogrphica
poiinw thde region under the NORSAR seismic aray.
The most desirable situation would be one in which we had
enough experimental information to invert the data for all the
characteristics of dhe spectru describing these variations. We
do not delude ourselves into thinking that our present data set is
adequate for the task. However, we can impose som constraits on these type of models by analysis of the data and we
can find sen Earth model which is at least consistent with the data
and with what we know of the Earth's structure from other
information.
We need to modify our theoretical expressions for the fact
that the NORSAR amy has a finite sine and for the fact that the
NORSAR data are averaged over subwrays mid is at finite
nonzero wavelength. The finite sire as modeied by removing
from the spectum all wavelengths greater thun 110 kmn. There
is a considerable incertainty in exactly where this upper
wavelength cutoff should be because it depends on exactly how
the "best plane waves" were removed ma how avenages of log
ampltud were made, the main commient to make is that this
cutoff should be arged to fit the coherence functions at large
separation; a a result the observed large-separation coherences
we not a sawon constraint on Earth models. This ciltoff does not
introduce artifacts into the coherence fwmcions a small

Cations of these feamn for Eth models.

transoverse separations or at small angular separations.

and is given in the appendix. Thew veuts of the calculations of
(26H28) amn given in Ta"l 1.
The TCFs noe calculatedi with fortulas; analogous to (26)(28). In order to plot a point at a triuaverse separation ZT. we
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The suba-ray averaging might be modeled by assuring that
the data are averaged uniformly over the area of a circle of
radius r. = 3.5 km. This convolution corresponds in the specral domain with multiplying our spectra by the following function ofK:
VIKrr)
i1 (00

C (KT).
as

10

This function has its first zero at Krr =3.8, or a mediumwavelength scale of 5.5 km. In our theoretical models we use a
small-wavelength cutoff of 5.5 km. Again, this cutoff does not
introduce artifacts into the coherence functions, but it does affect
their exact shape at very small separations (of order 5 km or l);
future investigation of individual station waveforms will allow a
more rigorous treatment of these cutoffs.
The first model we may try is one with an exponential correlation function with a scale length of 10 ki. following those
authors who have looked only at TCFs [Aki, 1973; Capon, 1974;
Capon and Berteussen, 1974; Berteussen et al., 1975a, b;
Powell and Meltzer, 1984]. (See Figure 8.) We see that the TCF
data and the ACF of phase are not badly fit with medium variations extending down to about 200 km, but the ACF of log
amplitude and the cross ACF have significant disagreements
betweenmodel anddata. The disagreements have to do with the
shapes of the ACFs in the regions of their rapid variations: at
angles less than 10° . We should point out that disagreements at
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NORSAR may. It is of interest even in this rather unsatisfac-

tory model that structure is necessary down to several hundred

kilometers to give a fit with reasonable average scale lengths.
The data in Figure 2 indicate that a power law spectrum as

<

appropriate for comparison to the data (in this can, yand

.

.

.

!1 .
. ...

p). We will therefore restrict further models to a particular type
of spectrum: a power law expressed in the form

.

W(K) = AK

.

10
20
a(deees)

(30)

There is a wide variety of models with power law spectra
because the power law index p may change with depth. as may
the strength A. We have tried many examples of uniform media
down to a cutoff depth, but none of the fits were judged to be
acceptable. For example, Frankeland Clayton [19861 suggested

. --3Wso
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the functions there are affected by the finite aperture of the
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large angles are probably less important because the shapes of
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random extended media with power-law spectra having index p = 3
(self-similar). The media extend from the surface to depths of 35 to 500
km. As in Fig. 8. the best medium extent for the ACF of phase is about
200 km. This self-similar model gives a better fit than the exponential
correlation model, but the self-similar model still does not fit the shapes
of the ACF of log amplitude and the cross ACF.
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Fig. 9. Comparison between the daa and calculations based on uniforn
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the use of a uniform layer with a power law medium with p = 3,
which they refer to as a self-similar medium. Figure 9 shows
30 the predictions of such a medium; we see that the fit is better
than that of the exponential medium, but some disagreements

Fig. S. Comparison between the data and calculations based on uniforn
random extended media with exponential correlation functions having a
scale length of 10 lm. The media extend from the surface to depths of
35 to 500 km. Note that the best medium exient for the ACF of phase is
about 200 km. but that model does not give a good fit to the shapes of
the ACF of log amplitude and the cross ACF.
-21-

remain in the ACF of log amplitude and the cross ACF at anglek
less than 10*.
We have found one combination of power law media that we
feel does fit the data reasonably well. We have not yet conpleted a full inversion to obtain a quantitative idea of the param-
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0 <Z.~ro

Upe Crus

ms variation in P wave velocity of 0.9% in the upper layer anid
0.5% mnthe lower layer. If we use the observed mu; value of 0.

I

which is 1.70. we find values of 2_2 ad 1.3%. We regard the
difference between the values obtained from log amplitude van-

KT1P

Uppr Cu-

ance and from arrival time variance as not very significant
because the determination of overall variance, as opposed to
level. is notoriously difficult [Flaldelal., 1979). The
does imply that our result for ms; P wave velocity
fluctuattion mut be stated with large uncertainty; that it, it is
r<Z<r,-between I and 4%. if an isotropic spectrumt is assume~d. How-
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it does not seem likcely that isotropy is appropriate. If we
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over the vertical correlation length. then our result for the velocity fluctuation is proportional to the square root of that ratio.
Th'e fact that the upper and lower layers have rmns variations
a factor of 2 of each other indicates that neither are
second-order effects; both layers are significant in determining
wave Iluctuations observed in the seismic am.
The predictions for the phase and cross TCPs fit the data Teasonably well. but the log amplitude TCF prediction appears,
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mainly because of one data point, to decrease more rapidly thana

-

Astnsper
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dte data. After observing this discrepancy we used 13 nuclear
events at NORSAR to determine a more accurate
experimental log amnplitude TCF. (See section 4.) This TCF
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Fig. 10. Sceatic repteaentation of our beat modlel of randaon vari.tionss under the NORSAR army. The model spectra have sharp cutoffs at
low and hig) wave number to ausnulate the effects of the finite army
aperture, the finite siue of the subtarrys. and the finite seusmc
wavelength.

eteruncertainties in this model. Our beutmodel consists of two
overlapping layers (Figure 10). The firstlayer from the surfacie
do"nto 200-km depth haa power law index p = 0: inother
words, a band-limited white spectru. The second layer lies
between depts of 15 andl 250 km and has a power law index
p = 4andaastrength such that dhep =Omad p = 4spectra cross
at K = 031kIm . Now that p = 4corresponds to the high wave
~
number behavior of an exponential correlation function.
Cornparison of the data and our best model is shown in Figure
11. Oeimportant feature of the data that constrains the model
is therapiddecrease in the log amplitude ACF compared with
the paeACE. Most single-layer models have a similar shape
for the two AXFs; in our best model. the log amnplitude ACF is
controlled by the shallow, flat spectrum layer, and the phase
ACF is controlled by the deep, steep spectrum model.
Figure 12 shows the predictions of several variations on our
best model: the shallow layer alonethe deep layer alone. the
result of extending the shallow layer to 250 kmn instead of only
200 km. and the result of extending the deep layer up to the
surface instead of only to 15-kmn depth. The fitsare clearly infeTior to the beat model, although the differences of the latter two
examnples from our best fit motdel awe not terribly striking.
The uns vuistiont. in phase ad log amplituide are directly
proportional to the rum variation in P wave velocity in our
model. However, they are also proportional to the sqluare root of
theineaum
legthin
coreltio
he ertcal whch e hve ot
the edin
legthin
crreatinie ertcalwhih w hae nt
meesrured. If we assume dug the mediure spectruin istrot!pic.
tis taling the obseved mus value of at a 041. we deduce a
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FWg11. Cnaa
between the data sod the prediton of or best
model. oonsisting of two overlapping layers. Each layer has a power law
speetnat caracterized by spectral index p. The dieacteiritics of the

two layers am (0 < g < 200 kin; p = 0) and (15< r < 250 kin;,
-4)
wth noaierion such that in the overlapping depth region
they have e9,al spectral evels at waveaumber 0.31kIo- 1 The fit is
quit reasorsAb, particularly in the regions of rapid variation (le thin
101 in the AC~s).
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scale structure to the deep layer with predominantly larger-scale
variations could be indicative of some change in rock strength.
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One way to obtain small-scale structure is from a statistical distribution of cracks, but it seems unlikely that cracks would
extend to 100-km depths. Another way would be to have a random distribution of relatively homogeneous layers with discontinuitis in P wave speed from one layer to the next: layers
whose thickness, horizontal extent, and wave speed discon-
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The rms variation in sei.mic wave speed that is implied by
our spectral model is a few percent over the wavelength band
5-110 kN which is obtained from the variance of phase or log
amplitude. This small variation, which has been obtained by
previous workers as well. is not inconsistent with known proper-
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ties of materials combined with the above geophysical parame.
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studies of deterministic structure in the same depth regime. All
of these studies deduced structure whose lateral variations ae at
scales larger than 100 km. Our data discriminate against structure with lateral wavelengths greater than 110 kn. Therefore
our results are complementary to the following deterministic studies, whose results should in some cases be geologically related
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taken from our best model. Short dashes: the deep layer only, dotted:
the shallow layer only; long dashes: our best model modified by
exiending the shallow layer to a depth of 250 kin; solid: our best model
modified by extending the deep layer up to the surface.

[1978] constructed a model with a sinadHuebye
layer (thin lens model), calculated its predicdeep dipping
gle.Haddn
dtons by the parabolic wave equation, and compared them with
across the
spatial structure of arrival time and amplitude
theOSRaryThycnlddttalyeataepho
150-200 km explains a good fraction of the variances. Their

1.0

Log A

involves single seismometer stations rather than subarray averages and hence involves separations down to 3 km. We were
graified to observe the agreement between our best model prediction and this data set obtained after we had developed our best
model mostly from the ACFs. (See Figure 13.)
6. GEOPHYSICAL INTERPREATION OF ThE OBSERVED
MEDIUM VARIATIONS

0.5
L.

0
I"
T

The Earth is characterized by vigorous geological activity
driven by convection in the mantle. It is believed that moat of
the temperature increase with depth in the Earth occurs within
thin boundary layers at the top and bottom of the mantle. But
tis is a statement about averages, and numnerical simulations of
montle convection have indicated that strong variations may
occur in these boundary layers [Boss and Sacks, 1985; Olson et

al., 1987]. These variations may involve temperature differences of up to 1000 K, with spatial scales perhaps comparable to
the postulated boundary layer thicknesses of order 100 in. The
vaiations may also involve compositional differences or, in the
upper mantle, variations due toparal melting. Although there
is a wide variety of possibilities for the formation of Earth inhomogeneities, we think it helpful to note that our observations can
be interpreted as small-scale variations driven by dynamic mantle convection, or u fossilized compositional differences,
perhaps inducd by cthe
peh idedyconvective
p
s in earlier eras.
The change from the shallow layer with its abundant small-
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Fig. 13. The TCF of log amplitude for 13 nuclear explosion events
(eight from the Soviet Union, five from the United States) detected at
NORSAR (open circles). The data were calculated fron individualstation waveforms; note that the individual stations have separations that
range down to about 3 km. We see that when the resolution is available,
cohernce function drops to less than 0.5 in a few kilometers. For
comparison, the solid circles are the ane points shown in Figure 7.
which represetm ubray-averaged data
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amplitude data had been smoothed such that only the large-scale
systematic variation was kept. Therefore their results are com-

products of second moments (Fateo al., 19791. The result is
then

plementairy to ours.
Sacks at al. [19791 deduce a discontinuity at 250 km from
observations of long-period precursors to direct S at NORSAR.
They suggest the precursors result from S to P conversion atthe
discontinuity, which they assume to be the lithosphereasthenosphere boundary. Our results also show that 250 km is
an interesting depth. We would rather favor the interpretation
that 250 km is the bottom of a thermal boundary layer in the
mantle, with the bottom of the lithosphere being at 200 kin.
Given and Heimberger [1980] deduce laterally independent
structure of P wave velocity as a function of depth for northwest
Eurasia. using short-period and long-period body waves from
nuclear explosions. They see a low-velocity zone in the regime
of 150-200 kin, which is likely to be geologically related to our
observations of changes at 200 and 250km.
Husebye et al. [1986] reported a seismic tomographic survey
of the lithosphere-asthenosphere beneath southern Scandinavia
using travel time residuals. They placed the boundary between
.
the lithosphere and asthenosphere between 100 and 200 kn,

with lateral variations of scale greater than 100 km.

under
Thus other studies of the larger-scale lateral variations
NORSAR have indicated structure at depths of 150-250 In.
which should be combined with our observations of smallerscale lateral variations down to the same depth range in order to
create a geologically consistent picture.
Present ability to model the detailed dynamics of mantle convection is so crude that as yet no meaningful comparison
between the strength and spectrum of variations that we observe
and the expected product of mantle convection is possible.
However, one can hope that future understanding of mantle con-

where we have ignored many of the off-diagonal coherences as
small compared with the variance of v. Thus the variance of ca
is
1 < 22 >
(A5)
062
It is important to note that because we have many beams, we can
observe ob at each xr. We simply plot the distribution of ca
from the many beams and calculate the variance of the distribution. The question is, what is the uncertainty in cb after combinng all the information from the many beams? We will couch
this inthe form of the question of determining Nr,the effective
number of independent beams.
Since we have data ftom N beams, we should combine them
in an appropriate maner that is. with weights:
I
(A6)
7wbcb(xr)
C(XT)E <U(ZT)U(0)>
where b is an index over the N beams. wb is the weight
assigned 1o each bea. and
N

N,. = I'wb
6.1

2

influenced by measurements such as ours of the strength and
spectrmi of seismic wave speed variations in the thermal bounday layers of the mantle. More generally, improved geological
understanding of the crust and lithosphere may come from
requiring agreement with the small-scale variations that we
observe in our shallow layer.

(Al)

where p is an index over the M pairs of subarrays whose separation is within the desired bin of xr. (The index of the

member of the pair is s; the index of the second menmber is t.)
The approximate variance of ca is obtained as follows: First, the
expectation value of c, is needed.
< C> =

T)

(A2)

whee p, is the iunormalized TCF at xr. Next, the expectation
value of the square is needed.
<C

2

1
->
j.< U,.U,,4
U. , U>
" ' q

(A3)

Our assumption of Gaussian variables allows us to evaluate the
above fourth moment in terms of all possible permutation of

2

U >

2

(AS)

(A9)

That is, in order to calculate the variance of our measurement of
the TCF at a pticular XT, we observe the distribution of that
TCF from our many beams, determine its variance from that distribution, and then divide by N.ff For the case of independent
beams, from (AS) and (AS) we see that Nfr is equal to the total
number of beams N.
However, many of the beams in this data set am so close to
each other that the information in each is not independent.
Therefore a more accurate measure of the TCF is obtained by
weighting each beam by a number smaller than unity if there me
nearby similar beans. We have chosen weights for each bean in
the following way:

TCFs and Their StatisticalErrors
We begin the treatment of error estimates for the TCFs by
considering the expression for the TCF of log amplitude
obtained from the data of one beam:
U
M=1

1

NM= <

We define the umber of effective beams as
C 2
Nfef

APPEND X

=

(A7)

If the N beams were independent, then the optimal combination
would require wb = 1, and it is simple to show that the variance
of c is given by

vection, perhps involving numerical simulation, will be

Cb(X)

(A4)

1

< C> = P"+

1
(A10)
N
1 + Ep.e(OW)
ie
where p. (OM)
is the ACF betwem beam and ON isthe angle
wb

between beam b and bean d. Ths weighting has Ow app pnate limits; first. it is equal to uity if all
bemns
far from each
other and therefore indepndent; second, if than we n beams an

top of each other, each beam has a weight of /n.

Now we must estimate the statistical erer n this coherence
function. We emphasize that our treatnrnt of errors makes
significant approximations; it is very difficult to be more accu-
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rate in the evaluation of errors without going through an extensire program of numerical simulaton. We assume that all the
beams am in a narrow cone, so that the expectation value of the

Wit = I + 7,p. (80p. (02)
(AI7)
POV
where the sum is over all the other pairs. The angles 01 and 02

TCF for each beam is the same, and we assurme that the statistics

are chosen so that the product of the p's is the maximum.

of the log amplitude or arrival time are close enough to Gaussian
to estimate the error reasonably. Let us use a srth
notation
in w hich xr is suppressed:

Again, this form has the correct limiting values.
The expression for the ACF can be given then as
p.( )
N
I MU

C --" -w~c
N,,, b-I

(All)

and we need to find an appropriate expression for <c>.
1 N N
<c 2 > = --WbWd<cbCd>
N

(A12)

b=U&-i

But each cb is the sum of products of two log amplitudes. We

-

(A

8)

1-1

where q and r are the indices of the beams making up pair p
and s is the index of the station within the ay.
In evaluating
the fourth moment as a product of second momenta, we again
treat the first permutation completely and then ignore those pairs
which belong to different stations in subsequent permutations.
We find

may indicate this by
<CbCd> =

- i Z"u (Xi,0b)U (y, ,0, )U (XJed)U (yi,O)>

Nd

(A13)

=

I Yw, w P.(O)p. (W)
N. pq

(A19)

where p and q are different beam pairs with angle difference 0

*iljfi

where 1x j and yij are separated in space by xr and Ob is the
angle of beam b. Thus we need to evaluate a fourth moment of
log amplitude. The Gaussian assumption provides us with the
means; in the Gaussian case the fourth moment is the sun of all
possible permutations of products of second moments [Flatteet
al., 1979]. Consider first the permutation in which the pair of u
from beam b and the pair of u from beam d are kept together.
Each pair has an expectation value of p,, and the entire contribution of that permutation consists of p, 2. The other permutations
involve second moments with one u from beam b and one u

from beam d. We consider only the contributions for those
pairs of u that are at the same station, since other pairs will have
a substantially smaller coherence. It then follows that
<C2> = p'2 +

N-

p.2 (n)

N

and p. is the normalized ACF. The angle 0 is the smallest angle
obtained by selecting one beam from each of the two beam
pairs. The angle V is the angle between the other two beams.
Again, this is an approximation, which has the right behavior in
the limiting case of many beam pairs, each of which is made up
of the same beams.
It is of interest to point out that within our approximations, the
values of a TCF at different xT and the values of an ACF at different 0 are not correlated.
Ackrowledgmwnts. We are grateful for discussions with Zheng-Kmig
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